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WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EXHAUSTION AND BURNOUT? 

Burnout is a more comprehensive, all over effect. Burnout refers to more than a tired 

body. In most cases, the body manifest some or other dis-ease because the mind feels 

overwhelmed for a period of time. This period can be months or even sometimes 

years. Burnout creates a mind set of “I can’t carry on, this is too much for me” . It is a 

feeling of powerlessness and hopelessness. It is a total energy drainer, or what we 

would call an “energy thief”. In some cases it can trigger a violent response. 

Exhaustion on the other hand refers mainly to a physical state but it affects the mental 

state as there is a mind/body connection. Long working hours, being up at night with 

a sick child or fighting with a life partner can cause exhaustion. However, when the 

person has had enough rest and sleep (preferably a whole weekend, these days you 

can book into a clinic for a rest weekend), the energy levels are normally restored. 

Most driven people suffer from exhaustion because they want to do more than what 

the body is used to.  

 

WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF BURNOUT? 

The symptoms of burn-out is fatigue, tiredness but most importantly a feeling of 

worthlessness, of nobody recognising the effort you make, it is an experience of a lack 

of acknowledgement from important people. This can result in defensive, aggressive 

behaviour where the person then are described as irrational, and can’t think clearly. 

Often it results in short term memory loss – not totally, for instance, you cannot 

remember the road you have traveled 5 times the day before. In many cases there’s 

a physical collapse and a person is diagnosed with some or other disease. It could be 

just ‘flu, or something like irritable bowel syndrome or something severe such as 

fybromalgia or endometriosis which can be exaggerated by the burnout. Depression, 

anxiety and panic attacks are normal and they vary from dysthemia (mild depression) 

to bi-polar, which is up and down.  

 

WHAT ARE THE CAUSES OF BURNOUT AND WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE ARE MORE PRONE TO 

IT? 

There are numerous causes of burnout. The underlying cause is a feeling of being 

overwhelmed. The challenges of life are too much, perhaps a challenging job, 

problems with children and life partners, lack of money, etc, etc. People who are most 

prone are A+ personality types – people who strive TOO MUCH for perfection, who is 

VERY time conscious, expecting everything to be done their way. They are inclined to 

expect of others what they expect of themselves and they often feel disappointment 

that life do not reward them in their efforts.  

 

WHAT COURSES OF TREATMENT SHOULD SOMEONE SUFFERING BURNOUT FOLLOW? WHAT 

IS AVAILABLE? 

It is a long process, there is no quick fix. The fix is sleep, rest, go for therapy or 

counseling or coaching. It is necessary to get help to enable the brain to form new 

neurological paths, this adjustment will bring about a different response to the old 

stimulae and the response will be not to get so fatigued. The sufferer must learn to 



become pro-active instead of re-active, Re-activeness (impulsive behaviour) is 

reacting to the old stimulus in the same old way – simple things that are so powerful. 

People need to rest enough, get enough exercise, fresh air. Find time and a place 

where they can re-charge their battery, where the inner resources can surface again. 

Silence and positive self-talk helps. If however, the inner dialogue is too negative and 

spirals down, it is definitely necessary to get external input of an objective person 

(therapist). Once you have learnt to move out of “victim” consciousness, you can start 

doing things for yourself and accept accountability for your own actions and re-

actions and know that your present situation is maybe the result of bad decisions in 

the past, but you are now doing something about it.  

 

There are a lot of options, depending to an extent on the person’s finances. Spa’s (for 

a day, a weekend, or extended stay on a health farm) for people that can afford it. If 

that is not possible, an occasional body or head massage. Fill your head with self-

empowering, positive thoughts by reading articles and books and surround yourself 

with people who see the light instead of the darkness.  

 

PPT- PERPETUAL TIREDNESS 

Perpetual tiredness is very close to what was previously known as “yuppie flu”. It is not 

as severe as burnout, yet a person feels as if he is driving on 3 wheels instead of 4, or 

the tyres are flat but still going. A person that suffers from Perpetual Tiredness cannot 

be creative – by that I mean innovative, original thinking and working, no reference to 

art at all – they’ll just cope with things in the same old way. If you have perpetual 

tiredness it is a yellow warning sign indicating that the red danger sign is close by – 
burnout is knocking on the door. 

  
 


